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Abstract. After a review of perceptual experiments， this paper makes proposals concerning the 

classification of vowel sequences in Japanese， focusing firstly on children's perceptual development， 

and secondly on mature phonology. lt is hoped that the proposals presented will allow (1) an impartial 

framework within which to compare groups of sequences (some of which have been proposed in the 

lit巴ratureas diphthongs)， (2) a theor巴ticallyneutral reclassification that does not rely on the presupposition 

of syllable as a phonological unit， and (3) an understanding of why the concept of diphthong is attractive 

but not essential in the analysis of a mora-timed language 

Keywords: Phonetics; p巴rception;vowel sequence; syllable / moraヲ constraint-based;optimality theory; 

phonological development; Japanese; child phonology 

1. Introduction 

There have been occasional but repeated suggestions in the literatur・ethat some vowel sequences 

in Japanese may qualify for membership of a special category called "diphthong" (e.g. McCawley 1968; 

Haraguchi 1996; Kubozono 1999). These ass巴rtionshave sometimes contradicted each other， and this has 

been analyzed in detail by Gore (2006)， who concluded that though there was little justification for the 

diphthong in mains釘eamJapanese phonology， there was something to b巳saidfor considering a few VVs as 

unbreakable units either morphophonologically， or perceptuallぁespeciallyat an early developmental stage 

of child phonology. 

In the following sections we adopt a view suggested by Jusczyk (1997) that the young child's 

ranking of constraints may change subtiy as the child develops. This would potentially allow perception 

of a VV as a diphthong at one developmental levelヲwhiledisallowing it at another. This approach would 

go some way to explaining why some researchers find the concept of the diphthong admissible even in a 
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phonology that is nominally based 011 the mora. 

2. Background: experiments concerning the perception ofVVs 

Two types of perceptual tests have shown interesting characteristics in the segm巴ntationof vowel 

sequences in Japanese and English. In /ai/ tail屯 atchingtests (Gor巴2006，5.3)， preschoolers showed mixed 

single-diphthong and dual-monophthong perception of the /ai/ sequence， with a tendency to perceive 

/(C)ai/ as a single (indivisible) unit. In a different typ巴oftest focusing on cross】 languageperception at 

a later stage of development， L2 English /au/ was often segmented moraica¥1y， whereas /ai/ tended to be 

perceived as a single unit (Gore 2006). These various tests，防k巴nin combination， suggest that the accepted 

(phonologica¥ly mature) process of moraic segmentation is noticeably less dominant or pervasive in the 

specific case of /ai/ (i.e. this sequence can be perceived as an indivisible unit). We have speculated (Gore 

2006) that this may be due to factors on two levels， morphophonological and acoustic: (1) the existence of 

/ai/ in Japanese as a connnon (SJ) morphophonological unit and (2) a universal bias in favour of phonetic 

/ai/ in any language as an arch巴typaland stable (prominent followed by non-prominent) combination of 

sounds. 

3. Proposal concerning theoretical approach 

We now propose a theoretical framework for viewing the above phenom巴nabased on the 

principle of constraint-ranking. Traditiona¥ly， in terms of the Principl巴 andParameters Theory (Chomsky 

1981; Blevins， 1995)， mora-tim巴dlanguages had 十Compl巴xOnset) and (-Complex Coda)， sy¥lable-

timed languages had (+Complex Onset and +Coda)， and stress-timed languag巴shad (+Complex Onset 

and +Complex Coda). Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky 1996ヲ 2004)shows this sy¥lable 

complexity by the relative ranking of faithfulness constraints such as ONS or COD】 (alsoknown as Onset 

and NoCoda). According to OT， human languages share a common set of universal constraints on we¥l-

formedn巴:ss.Interlin伊 isticdifferences are considered to arise from the permutations of constraint-ranking 

Such differences are seen not just between languages but also between different levels of phonological 

development within the same language (Allen and Hawkins 1978; Jusczyk 1997; Jusczyk， Smolensky and 

A¥locco 2002). Our view assumes that the rhythm of the moth巴rtongue helps the child to establish the 

ranking of phonological constraints， and that both the perception of rhythm and the ranking of constraints 

may undergo a slight alteration as the child develops phonologica¥ly. 

Taking our results together (Gore 2006)， we may say Japanese preschoolers' ordering of two 

constraints on syllable structure (as proposed in OT) changes subtly but significantly at a certain stage 

of development. The two constraints concerned here are the basic syllable structure constraints， ONS (a 

syllable must have an onset) and -COD (a syllable cannot have a coda) (Prince and Smolensky 2004 p.l06). 
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80th of these constraints are violated in certain contexts， for instance in English an， and Japanese aN， both 

of which violate both constraints (there is no onset but there is a coda). (For the sake of the following 

argument， we include Japanese N and V2 in the category of Coda.) In both Japanese and English， in a 

non-initial syllable in a word， the Onset constraint is rarely violated: words such as English re.act are 

rare. English VVs are more likely to be diphthongs; but Japanese mora/kana segmentation allows Onset 

violation to occur frequently， and VV to become codified as V.V without becoming diphthongized. We 

have suggested that， for Japanese children， V.V segmentation is conceptually reinforced by learning kana， 

and that this conception predominates after a certain age (Gore 2005， 2006). 

Resu¥ts in Gore (2006) show (in agreement with those of Hatano and Inagaki 1992) that 

preschoolers'“syllables刊 haveboth codas and onsets， i.e. in OT terms -COD is ranked low and ONS is 

ranked high. At a later stage， which seems to coincide with the learning of kana， VV and VN tend to be 

segmented moraically as V.V and V.N. Adu¥t moras (in standard， central dialects) normally have no coda 

and may also have zero onset， i.e. -COD is ranked high and ONS is ran1∞d low. As young children grow 

up， they learn that the old segmentation is“wrong門 or“childish." The new， kana司 consistentversion is the 

generally accepted， mature segmentation strategy. 

Thus， in Japanese， we can interpret the above as showing that the young child's relative rankings 

of 【 CODand ONS reverse with increasing age and/or kana acquisition. In short， the preschool analysis 

allows a diphthongal post-nuclear ending that violates 【 COD; whereas the moraic CV analysis ranks 

【 CODhigher， moving the final V into a separate unit which violates ONS. Thus， for the mature child， and 

throughout mature phonology， -COD >> ONS. 

However， results (Gore 2006， 3.3 and 3.4) suggest this crossover occurs in a piecemeal fashion 

as some VVs seem to be moraically segmented at an earlier stage than others; and that traces or echoes of 

undivided perception can also surface later in rhythmical or repetitive forms such as songs and jingles. 

4. Proposal concerning stages of phonological development 

The table below [1] brings together several related arguments and presents them in terms of 

per・ceptuald巴velopment.We propose three stages of phonological development， the first two relate to 

all possible VVs. The third includes a subsidiary mode that allows morpheme【 internalVv (with a less 

prominent second vow巴1)as an undivided rhythmic unit. 

[1] Developmental stages in VV perception 

Stage 1 Mixed perception (till approximat巴Iyage 6) 

(C)V.V / (C)V.v and (C)Vv / (C)VV 

Stage 2 Moraic division of all sequences 
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-COD >> ONS (C)V.V / (C)、T.V

Stage 3 Acquisition of SJ units reactivates (C)Vv traces， and legitimizes a conceptually undivided fonn 

This operates rhythmically as a subsidiary mode. 
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Stage 1 shows mix巴d(divided and undivided) perception. By Stage 2， moraic (divided) 

perception dominates the perception of all sequences， conceptually reinforced by kana orthography; in this 

stage the second vowel is perceived separately as if it were a CV even though it has no Onset (NoCoda 

ranks higher than Onset). Stage 3 finalizes the dominant moraic mode， but allows a sulヲsidiarγsyllabic

mode for SJ-type morpheme-internal sequences (mostly /ai/ and /ei/) in songs， jingles， poems， some 

long names and other rhythmical or repetitive forms (Gore 2006， 3.9; 3.11). In this syllabic mode， the 

morphophonological (C)Vv unit functions rhythmically as a unitary syllable (Onset ranks high， allowing 

NoCoda to be violated)， and the second vowel is not prominent， regardless ofwhether it would nonnally (in 

the moraic mode) be accented or not. 

A period (.) between two vowels indicates a perc巴ivedmoraic division (not necessarily 

morphemic or phonetic， but always moraic)， thus the absence of a period indicates (infant) ignorance or 

(adult) suspension ofmoraic segmentation procedur巴:s.

The table below [2] gives examples of Japanese words or phrases in the developmental stages. 

[2] Examples ofwords in three developmental stages 

Stage 1 Syllabically divided examples 

[a1J] [mo: nai] 

(all gone!) 

[a助]

(more food!) (there it is!) 

Stage 2 Moraically divid巴:dex創npl巴5

[a.N] [mo.o.na.i] [a.抗.ta]

Stage 3 12ominant moraic mode Subsidiarv syllabic mode 

[a.N] [mo.o.na.i] [a.抗.叫 [aN] [mo日nai] [at叫

5. Proposal concerning reclassification ofVVs in adult Japanese phonology 

In (mature) Japanese phonology， since there is a potential differential or step between yowels at 

the mora boundary within th巴 bimora，we can show four theoretical types of vowel sequence succinct1y by 

using upper and lower case V/v as follows: (1) V'V'; (2) V'V2; (3) V'y'; (4) V'y2. The HlGH】 lowshape 

indicates the step (which spectrographically may be yisible in several ways: pitch (FO)， Fl， F2 or intensity); 
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what is important is that there is a rapid stepwise movement at or encompassing the halfway point. The 

first two YY types will have approximately level perceived sonority. y1y1 can be found across a morpheme 

boundarγ(y1#y1); e.g.， Ija#akザ“evil，"and occasionally morpheme-intemally， e.g. Itooril“road." yly2 

is found equally within and across (yl#y2) morphemes; e.g.， Ikaol“face" and lo#agaril“come in." y1v1 

represents many instances ofthe so-called“long vowel，" which usually occurs within a morpheme and with 

weakening of the second element (y1v¥ this can be an allophone of y1v2 (leel二 leilぅ 1001=louJ).y1v2 is 

the quasi-syllabic bimora that some call a diphthong， and that Gore (2006) has discussed. However， as has 

been reported (Gore 2006， Yance 1987ヲ Kubozono2001)， the identical sound may occur both within (y1V2) 

and across (yl#V2) morphemes. AIso， the identical morpheme or sequence ofmorphemes may be realized 

both as YY and as Yv， depending on speech rate， context， prosodic effectsラ anddialect. 

Since morphem巴 boundariesnormally have no phonetic correlate (Lehiste 1972) and are 

independent of perceived divisions of the YY (Gore 2006)， there are 2 independent variables， and 4 

possible contingencies here. And since there is no single coherent definition of diphthong in Japanese 

(Gore 2006)， it is h巴Ip白1to classifシJapanesebimoraic YYs not as diphthong/non-diphthong， but according 

to whether there is a morpheme boundary (#)， a high-Iow pitch accent (Yv) (in Tokyo Japanese)， and/or a 

perceived division (.) between the two moras. Theoretically there are eight possible combinations ofthese: 

+ morpheme bounda巧1(#) 十 perceiveddivision (.) + accent (Yv) 

2) 十 morphemeboundary (#) 十 perceiveddivision (.) -accent 

十 morphemeboundary (#) 【 P巴rceiveddivision 十 accent(Yv) 

4) + morpheme boundary (#) -perceived division -accent 

5) -morpheme boundaη + perceived division (.) 十 accent(Yv) 

6) -morpheme boundary 十 perceiveddivision (.) -accent 

7) 司 morphemeboundary -perceived division + accent (Yv) 

8) -morpheme boundary ーperceiveddivision -accent 

In巴achmorphemic and perceptual category the same set of phonetic contrasts is available (YY 

and Yv)， but YY-intemal breaks at slow speed can only occur at the morpheme boundary (十morpheme

boundary). A suggested exemplification ofthe above categorization is given in [3] below for non-identical 

YYs. 

[3] Morpheme boundary (#) and perceived division (.) in non-identical YYs 

+ morpheme boundary; + perceived division (+accent Yv left;四 accentYY r.併の

Y#.v haka弘ifi;ha#.ifa Y#.Y mana#.ita 

+morpheme boundary; -perceived division (“single【 note"and “single-mora") 
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V#v na#i; nasa#i; kudasa#i; ita#i 

-morpheme boundary; +perceived division 

v.v zero 

-morpheme boundary; 回 perceiveddivision 

V#V zero 

V.V genda.ikko* 

Vv haiJa ("Ioser"); gendaizin; gendaildco VV gendai; daizi 

VVs sung on a single note are "-perceived division." See discussion ofVance (1987) below. 

*/gendaikko/ appears in two accentual categories: in car己負11Tokyo pronunciation the prominence of [i] 

when followed by silence (Q) may e吐lancedivided perception (Gore 2006，3.7.12; 3.9.1). 

This table proposes an econol11ical and il11partial fral11ework within which to cOl11pare groups of 

sequences in l110rphemic categories without confiating first vowel prol11inence with l110rphemic intemality 

(some ofwhich have been proposed in the literature as diphthongs (for review， se巴Gore2006，3.7ゅう andto 

understand mor巴 clearlywhy they have been put forward and why categorization as“diphthong" adds li抗le

or nothing to the accepted units of the mor亘andthe bil110ra， i.e. is not phonologically significant in adult， 

central Japanese. This is help白1since there have been l11any suggestions that presupposition of the syllable 

(as separate frol11 the mora) in adult c巴ntralJapanese is not justified (Kindaichi 1957; Han 1962， 1994; 

Vance 1987; Gore 2005) even in the case of /aiんthoughthis sequence l11ay constitute a l110rphophonological 

entity (Gore 2006). 

One group， [l11inus l110rphel11e boundary; l11inus perc巴iveddivision /ai/ Vv]， corresponds to the 

diphthong proposed by Kubozono. We propose that this type is better characterized as a “quasi-syllabic 

l11orphel11e-intemal Vv bil110ra，" a subset of the morphophonological VV unit we have described as 

“unbr巴akable"(Gore 2006 p. 92). 

Another group with an interesting set of properties is the one defined as [plus l110rph巴l11e

boundary， l11inus perceived division， V#v]; this group includes diphthong candidates proposed by Vance 

(1987) that are not accepted by Kubozono (2001 b p.61， 2003) owing to th巴irdil110rphel11icity. This 

group is interesting because， even though there is a l110rphel11e boundary between the vowels， if the 

sequence is Vv， then there tends to be no perc巴iveddivision (at least in Standard Japanese， according 

to the above researchers). This group includes the /ai/“syllables" that are often sung on a single note 

despite being dil110rphel11ic (and digraphic)， e.g. kudasa#i， and nasa#i， and many children's p巴rceptionsof 

/a#i/ adjectives， e.g. ita#i (“ouch") and 田 gative一回#i.As we have noted (Gore 2008 3.9.3) these words 

have /a#i/ in the final position， tend to appear phrase-finally， and have /ee/ and /e/ as allophones. These 

characteristics seel11 largely independent of dialect. This sequence， /a#i/， be classed as a “quasi-syllabic 
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word同 internaldimorphemic Vv bimora.円 This/ai/ is especially likely to be viewed as a unit: factors 

enhancing this perception are， we sllggest， (1) inherent a/i sonority differential (2) accentual prominence of 

first vowel (3) final position in word or phrase and (4) existence of single vowel allophone (in adjectiv巴s);

factors detracting from this perception are (5) the morpheme bOlmdary and (6) mora timing. Vance's view 

ofthe Japanese "diphthong" implies that when (1)， (2) and (3) coincideヲ theywin over (5) and (6)， and the 

seqllence is perceived as a “diphthong." Others (Kokugogaku Jiten 1978 p.719) have de負ned“diphthong"

mainly in terms of (4) but do not甘eatthe case of /ai/ (Gore 2006， 3.7.6). 

6. Conclusion 

The above tabulation， by presenting a unified view of morpheme (boundary)， mora (division)， 

perception of division， and vowel prominence， allows a theoretically neutral reference point for the 

definitions fOllnd in the literature. Some researchers say the term “diphthong" can apply to some /ai/ 

bimoras accented on the first vowel (in Tokyo Japanese citation forms) (Gore 2006， 3.7); there agreement 

ends and confusion begins. The morpheme-boundary group (Vance) are YJ， phrase司 final，sometimes 

have single四 vowelallophones， and can be sung on single notes. In contrast， the morpheme-internal group 

(Kubozono) has slightly more claim to linguistic relevance since they are a morphological unit， but in 

central Japanese thisザP巴 ofunitalso contains VVs with non-diphthongal accent patterns. This type ofunit 

occurs mostly in SJ morphemes (or in similar “SJ-type" sequences) and can be a single rhyt加nicunit in 

young children's perc巴ptionand in dialects that are non-accent or “syllabic" (Gore 2006， 3.7.2). However， 

its linguistic significance in dialects is beyond the scope ofthe present paper. 
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